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The Demonic - Lee Mountford 2017-08-04
DANNI MORGAN THOUGHT SHE KNEW FEAR,
BUT SHE IS ABOUT TO FIND OUT WHAT IT IS
TO BE TRULY AFRAID.Years ago a young girl
ran away from her childhood home and vowed
never to go back. It was a place of fear, pain and
misery at the hands of an abusive father.But now
her father is dead, and she is forced to break
that vow and return home-to lay his body to rest
and face up to the ghosts of her past.However,
Danni is about to learn that some ghosts are
more real than others. Something beyond her
understanding waits for her there, lurking in the
shadows. An evil that intends to kill her family
and claim her very soul.Experience supernatural
horror in the vein of THE CONJURING,
INSIDIOUS and the legendary GHOSTWATCH.
THE DEMONIC will get under your skin, send
chills down your spine and have you sleeping
with the lights on!
The Mark - Lee Mountford 2018-09-26
A Satanic cult. A woman's brutal assault. Can
she face her darkest fear before a demon is
unleashed from hell? Kirsty Thompson is no
stranger to trauma. But when a vicious attack
leaves her drugged and disoriented, she never
expected to wake up to a permanent scar. She
starts having demonic visions, all linked to the
ancient symbol carved deep into her back... With
the help of her best friend Amanda, Kirsty
discovers that the mark originates from The
Devil's Bible and forges a connection between
her and a terrifying entity. As they track the man
who assaulted her to a satanic cult, the presence
hunts them from the shadows. Can Kirsty escape
the devil worshippers and her bond with the
heinous demon to save herself from eternal
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damnation? The Mark is a terrifying standalone
horror novel. If you like mysterious depraved
forces, tales of the occult, and stories that will
have you looking under the bed, then you'll love
Lee Mountford's gripping tale! Buy The Mark to
confront your darkest fears today!
Little Star - John Ajvide Lindqvist 2012-10-02
"Establishes Lindqvist as Sweden's Stephen
King." --The Washington Post on Harbor John
Ajvide Lindqvist has been crowned the heir
apparent to Stephen King by numerous sources,
and he is heralded around the globe as one of
the most spectacularly talented horror writers
working today. His first novel, Let the Right One
In, is a cult classic that has been made into
iconic films in both Sweden and in the United
States. His second novel, Handling the Undead,
is beloved by horror fans everywhere. His third
novel, Harbor, is a masterpiece that draws
countless comparisons to Stephen King. Now,
with Little Star, his most profoundly unsettling
book yet, Lindqvist treads previously unmarked
territory. A man finds a baby in the woods, left
for dead. He brings the baby home, and he and
his wife raise the girl in their basement. When a
shocking and catastrophic incident occurs, the
couple's son Jerry whisks the girl away to
Stockholm to start a new life. There, he enters
her in a nationwide singing competition. Another
young girl who's never fit in sees the
performance on TV, and a spark is struck that
will ignite the most terrifying duo in modern
fiction. Little Star is an unforgettable portrait of
adolescence, a modern-day Carrie for the age of
internet bullies, offensive reality television, and
overnight You Tube sensations. Chilling,
unnerving, and petrifying, Little Star is
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Lindqvist's most disturbing book to date.
The Demonata: Lord Loss - Darren Shan
2008-08-01
The first novel in a chilling new series by Darren
Shan, author of the New York Times bestselling
Cirque Du Freak series, will keep readers
turning page after horrifying page. Grubbs
Grady has stiff red hair and is a little big for his
age, which means he can get into R-rated
movies. He hates history and loves bacon, rats,
and playing tricks on his squeamish older sister.
When he opts out of a family weekend trip, he
never guesses that he is about to take a
terrifying journey into darkness. Hungry demons
and howling werewolves haunt his waking
nightmares... and threaten his life.
Bad Pennies - John Leonard 2017-09-30
Seeing a stranger die is the worst thing that
Chris has ever witnessed. Picking up the dead
man's wallet is a mistake, a moment of
weakness. That's all it takes, one impulsive act,
for reality to unravel. Because pocketing the
wallet is only the beginning. Dark forces swim
below the surface of the world... They change
their shape but never go away... They find a way
through... Chris Carlisle experiences an
everyday horror. A morning starts out bad and
gets worse. Wrong place at the wrong time and
life takes a wrong turn. But even the blackest
clouds have silver linings. He gets a little slice of
luck to balance out the horror. Just goes to
show, bad often comes bundled with good.
Sometimes, they bleed into each other until you
can't tell them apart. That's where the
strangeness begins, when the miraculous starts
to rub shoulders with the mundane and
monstrous. Chris has stepped onto a long road
that leads to a hideous and horrifying
destination. Dark and dangerous stops are
dotted along the way. The pavement is
crumbling and craziness shining through the
cracks. Enough for him to question his sanity
and come to the conclusion that madness may be
the easiest way out. Sometimes need and greed
get mixed into a deadly and deceptive cocktail.
He's going to discover that dark and dreadful
things lurk within spitting distance of the
ordinary and routine. That there are levels of
horror and layers of knowledge which defy any
rational explanation. Impossible creatures crawl
along the shady seams of the world. Monsters
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wait in the shadows. The walls of reality are
thinner than we know. In places, they've been
hollowed to a hazy veil that struggles to hold
back the horror of what lies on the other side.
Chris is going to get a glimpse of an eternal
darkness. Become acquainted with a
supernatural hunger that has endured aeons and
echoes down the ages. HE'S GOING TO
ENCOUNTER THE SCAETH. A CREATURE
THAT IS OLDER THAN TIME AND TWICE AS
MERCILESS. Chris thought life was grim. He
has no idea. He thought he was hard up. He
doesn't know what debt is. They say that money
is the root of all evil. They also say that the bad
penny always turns up. That's so true. Those
crappy coins have a nasty habit of coming back.
BAD PENNIES is the first book of the SCAETH
MYTHOS, a terrifying vision of horror that will
haunt your dreams. Advanced Reader
Comments: "The Scaeth is the most terrifying
creature you'll find between the pages of a
book." "Bad Pennies unfolds like a dark flower."
"Horror novels need a certain coldness. Bad
pennies chills to the bone." "An introduction to a
new level of evil. The Scaeth defies
classification. Bad Pennies shamelessly blends
supernatural horror, science fiction alien and
dark fantasy with a bewitching logic and naked
human need." "Ronald Hodge is awful - I love
him! A wonderful horror character. Memorable,
he deserves his own book." John F Leonard's
chilling horror novel BAD PENNIES is a deeply
disturbing tale of darkness and need that will
stay with you long after reading.
Darkfall - Dean Koontz 2007-02-06
A blizzard brings a city to a standstill and ushers
in an evil that defies imagination in this gripping
tale from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Dean Koontz. Winter gripped the city. Terror
gripped it, too. They found four corpses in four
days, each more hideous than the last. At first
the cops thought they were dealing with a
psychopath. But soon they heard eerie sounds in
the ventilation system—and saw unearthly silver
eyes in the snow-slashed night. In a city
paralyzed by a blizzard, something watches,
something stalks…
Outside - Artyom Dereschuk 2021-01-24
The doors to my apartment complex have been
welded shut. That might have been a good idea.
The town has been evacuated. Strange beasts
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roam the streets outside. Our only choice is to
wait for the rescue... But will it come? Yuri - a
young man from a backwater Russian town wakes to find the doors to his crumbling
apartment complex welded shut... from the
inside. Before anyone can make sense of it,
something not from this world kills a postman
stranded on the other side of the door. And when
the town's old evacuation sirens begin to blare,
Yuri and everyone else in the building realize an
impenetrable door could be the least of their
worries. In fact, it could be the only thing
standing between them and the otherworldly
creatures roaming the now deserted streets
outside... Someone in the building knows what's
going on. Now, it's up to Yuri to figure out who it
is, what they know, how these events are linked
to their town's past, and how to lead everyone to
safety - before the threats lurking outside find
their way in.
Sleepers Awake - Patrick McNulty 2009
"A sleepy small town in Alaska becomes the
battleground for an ancient race bent on
destroying humankind and the supernatural
bounty hunter dispatched to stop them"-Provided by publisher.
The House - Paul Carro 2021-03-03
The day began when Sheriff Frank Watkins
found two bodies and three heads. Then things
got strange.After a childhood trauma,
Paranormal TV host Charlie "Thunder" Raines
spent a lifetime seeking answers to the
unexplained. While filming in a haunted hotel he
spots a woman no one on his crew can see. The
sighting will lead Charlie on a perilous journey
toward the truth. But at what cost?Yoga
instructor Suzy Pottle thought she left her past
behind after moving cross country and changing
her identity. When a mysterious door creaks
open in her studio, Suzy steps through only to
learn the past can never truly die.An ancient
house appears from thin air in a previously
empty field. Before the day is over more doors
will open, trapping residents in a place that
should not exist.The event brings together nine
strangers with nine secrets so dark they plan to
take them to their graves. One house willing to
accommodate them all.Welcome to The Housewhere secrets go to die. Enter if you dare!
Sentinel - Drew Starling 2021-05-14
HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO TO GET YOUR SON
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BACK? A Monster. A Missing Boy. And Nowhere
to Run. Something is lurking in the woods just
beyond Aaron and Ellen Dreyer's new country
home, and an evil that has been hiding in plain
sight for centuries is about to emerge. A
neighbor is brutally murdered, their 4-year-old
son goes missing in broad daylight, and the local
town of Bensalem devolves into a cesspool of
finger-pointing and chaos. With nowhere left to
turn, Aaron and Ellen are forced to venture into
the woods to find their son -- and the truth. But
in the process, they uncover a force larger and
more sinister than anything they ever could have
imagined.
Supernatural Horror in Literature - Howard
Phillips Lovecraft 1973-01-01
The twentieth-century American writer discusses
his literary techniques and philosophies along
with the history and aesthetics of horror fiction
The Institute - Stephen King 2019-09-10
From #1 New York Times bestselling author
Stephen King whose “storytelling transcends
genre” (Newsday) comes “another winner:
creepy and touching and horrifyingly believable”
(The Boston Globe) about a group of kids
confronting evil. In the middle of the night, in a
house on a quiet street in suburban Minneapolis,
intruders silently murder Luke Ellis’s parents
and load him into a black SUV. The operation
takes less than two minutes. Luke will wake up
at The Institute, in a room that looks just like his
own, except there’s no window. And outside his
door are other doors, behind which are other
kids with special talents—telekinesis and
telepathy—who got to this place the same way
Luke did: Kalisha, Nick, George, Iris, and tenyear-old Avery Dixon. They are all in Front Half.
Others, Luke learns, graduated to Back Half,
“like the roach motel,” Kalisha says. “You check
in, but you don’t check out.” In this most sinister
of institutions, the director, Mrs. Sigsby, and her
staff are ruthlessly dedicated to extracting from
these children the force of their extranormal
gifts. There are no scruples here. If you go
along, you get tokens for the vending machines.
If you don’t, punishment is brutal. As each new
victim disappears to Back Half, Luke becomes
more and more desperate to get out and get
help. But no one has ever escaped from the
Institute. As psychically terrifying as Firestarter,
and with the spectacular kid power of It, The
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Institute is “first-rate entertainment that has
something important to say. We all need to
listen” (The Washington Post).
Demonic Games Series Books 1 - 3 - Scare Street
2019-07-08
No secret stays hidden forever...Mihail Vaduva
has long forgotten about his grandmother and
their ancestral home. That is, until he comes
across an opportunity to stay at Castle Vaduva.
Mihail's excited to have a bit of freedom and
reconnect with his family's history. But he never
could have expected the shocking horrors
hidden within the ancient walls... This collection
contains all books from the Demonic Games
trilogy: Nesting (Book 1): Eager to escape
boarding school, Mihail decides to spend his
final year of high school in the castle. But he
soon unearths secrets darker than anything he's
ever imagined... Buried (Book 2): Trapped within
the twisted web of revenge and murder, Mihail
and his friend Abe search for a way to stop the
horrors about to be unleashed onto the
unsuspecting world. Captive (Book 3): As Mihail
and Abe uncover the mysteries and madness
surrounding Castle Vaduva, Mihail starts to
question everything he's ever known about
himself and his family.
The Good Demon - Jimmy Cajoleas 2018-09-18
Clare has been miserable since her exorcism.
The preacher that rid her of evil didn’t
understand that her demon—simply known as
Her—was like a sister to Clare. Now, Clare will
do almost anything to get Her back. After a
chance encounter with the son of the preacher
who exorcised her, Clare goes on an adventure
through the dark underbelly of her small
Southern town, discovering its deep-seated
occult roots. As she searches for Her, she must
question the fine lines between good and evil,
love and hate, and religion and free will. Vivid
and sharp, The Good Demon tells the unusual
story of friendship amid dark Gothic horror.
The Exorcist - William Peter Blatty 2011-10-04
Originally published in 1971, The Exorcist
remains one of the most controversial novels
ever written and went on to become a literary
phenomenon. Inspired by a true story of a child’s
demonic possession in the 1940s, William Peter
Blatty created an iconic novel that focuses on
Regan, the eleven-year-old daughter of a movie
actress residing in Washington, D.C. A small
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group of overwhelmed yet determined
individuals must rescue Regan from her
unspeakable fate, and the drama that ensues is
gripping and unfailingly terrifying. Two years
after its publication, The Exorcist was, of course,
turned into a wildly popular motion picture,
garnering ten Academy Award nominations. On
opening day of the film, lines of the novel’s fans
stretched around city blocks. In Chicago,
frustrated moviegoers used a battering ram to
gain entry through the double side doors of a
theater. In Kansas City, police used tear gas to
disperse an impatient crowd who tried to force
their way into a cinema. The three major
television networks carried footage of these
events; CBS’s Walter Cronkite devoted almost
ten minutes to the story. The Exorcist was, and
is, more than just a novel and a film: it is a true
landmark. Purposefully raw and profane, The
Exorcist still has the extraordinary ability to
disturb readers and cause them to forget that it
is “just a story.” Published here in this beautiful
fortieth anniversary edition, it remains an
unforgettable reading experience and will
continue to shock and frighten a new generation
of readers.
Jennifer Strange - Cat Scully 2020-07-21
Savannah, Georgia is one of the most haunted
places in the United States, a fact Jennifer
Strange has become all too aware of since
moving there to live with her sister after their
father's disappearance. Ghosts love her. They
haunt her and everyone around her. Now they
seem to want her to do something for them. Just
what she's not sure but she better figure it out
before they force her to join them. Cat's amazing
illustrations bring the ghosts and demons of her
fictional world to eerie and beautiful life,
harkening back to the style of SCARY STORIES
TO TELL IN THE DARK. With the success of
Madeleine Roux's ASYLUM and Ransom Riggs'
MISS PEREGRINE'S HOME FOR PECULIAR
CHILDREN, it seems a perfect time to do an
illustrated YA horror novel.
Demonseer - Gary Morton 2014-03-23
DEMONSEER is a unique supernatural horror
novel. The main characters are a seer and a
spiritually gifted but troubled young girl. After
being possessed and exorcised she seeks her
identity and family through a host of
supernatural experiences. A supernatural river
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runs through this novel. The seer and his
adopted daughter see and battle demons but
have no answer until they grasp the truth in the
end. The book visits exorcism, monsters, the
occult and also human weakness,strength and
trust. A horror novel that is also adventurous
and humorous.
The Amityville Horror - Jay Anson 2019-12-03
“A fascinating and frightening book” (Los
Angeles Times)—the bestselling true story about
a house possessed by evil spirits, haunted by
psychic phenomena almost too terrible to
describe. In December 1975, the Lutz family
moved into their new home on suburban Long
Island. George and Kathleen Lutz knew that, one
year earlier, Ronald DeFeo had murdered his
parents, brothers, and sisters in the house, but
the property—complete with boathouse and
swimming pool—and the price had been too
good to pass up. Twenty-eight days later, the
entire Lutz family fled in terror. This is the
spellbinding, shocking true story that gripped
the nation about an American dream that turned
into a nightmare beyond imagining—“this book
will scare the hell out of you” (Kansas City Star).
The Last Days of Jack Sparks - Jason Arnopp
2016-03-01
"Ingenious and funny . . . Magnificent." -- Alan
Moore, creator of Watchmen and V for Vendetta
Jack Sparks died while writing this book. It was
no secret that journalist Jack Sparks had been
researching the occult for his new book. No
stranger to controversy, he'd already triggered a
furious Twitter storm by mocking an exorcism he
witnessed. Then there was that video: forty
seconds of chilling footage that Jack repeatedly
claimed was not of his making, yet was posted
from his own YouTube account. Nobody knew
what happened to Jack in the days that followed
-- until now. "Wow. Seriously hard to put down."
-- M. R. Carey, author of The Girl With All the
Gifts
Bad Parts - Brandon McNulty 2020-06-23
When guitarist Ash Hudson suffers a careerending hand injury, she seeks out the only thing
that can heal it--her hometown's darkest secret.
The secret involves an organ-swapping demon
who has trapped Ash's family within the town for
decades. Now Ash must bargain with the demon
as she attempts to heal both her hand and her
broken relationships.
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Supernatural Horror Stories - Ann Gaiman
2019-05-22
Real-life supernatural stories that'll scare the
$#!* out of you People throughout the ages have
claimed to have mysterious and blood-chilling
encounters with unexplained forces, such as
Mothman, demons, ghosts, and extraterrestrials.
Ann Gaiman has compiled an anthology of over
25 of the creepiest real-life short stories on the
most shocking and mysterious supernatural
events that have taken place. All based on
eyewitness accounts telling their encounters
with the supernatural... Excerpt... One day we
were entertaining a neighbor and her daughter.
"Why is this room so cold?" My neighbor asked
as she entered a guest bedroom that felt icy to
the touch. "We aren't sure. My daughter used to
sleep there but had he move to a different room
because of the darn temperature. Even in the
middle of summer, that room doesn't get any
warmer" Upon saying this, I recalled old
exorcism stories about rooms going inexplicably
cold when inhabited by spirits. My neighbor then
asked for a cross and rosary. She was familiar
with the paranormal "Leave this place at once!
Leave and be gone," She repeated while
brandishing the crucifix. "It's getting warming in
here," I said. And that's when everything went to
Hell... If you're looking for that creepy feeling
you get after reading something scary... Then
Don't Delay -- Get your copy of Supernatural
Horror Stories Right Now! Scroll to the top and
select the "BUY" button for Instant Download.
You'll be so happy you did!
The Supernatural Horror Collection - Lee
Mountford 2019-09-26
Three terrifying novels in one collection from
master of horror, Lee Mountford. The Demonic,
The Mark & Forest of the Damned are now all
available in one horrifying volume The Demonic A woman returns to her childhood home to lay to
rest the ghosts of the past. But in this house the
ghosts are real, and evil has found a home.The
Mark - A satanic cult. A woman's brutal assault.
Can one woman face her darkest fears before a
demonic entity is unleashed from the depths of
hell? Forest of the Damned - A group of
paranormal researchers investigate the infamous
Black Forest, hoping to find proof of the afterlife
and learn more of the infamous Mother Sibbett.
But what they find is far beyond even their worst
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nightmares.Buy The Supernatural Horror
Collection now, and strap in for three terrifying
tales of ghosts, demons, death, and fear. Review
of The Demonic: 'The Demonic, by author Lee
Mountford, is a horror tour de force...It is scary.
Truly scary.' - Horrornovelreviews.comReview of
The Mark: 'There's a slow build-up of dread, as
he builds the characters and atmosphere, and
slowly unwinds the story. At times, he dangles
you over the edge for a few moments before he
plunges you over the edge. And this is where his
storytelling is a cut above many of his peers.' Intothemacabre.comReview of Forest of the
Damned: I find that it's often the details we least
expect that elevate a novel's status in our mind,
and keep it there longer. A great testament to
Mountford's skill as a writer, is that I can still
vividly "see" many of the scenes in my mind,
several books afterward. Highly recommended.' Horrorafterdark.com
The Story Grid - Shawn Coyne 2015-05-02
WHAT IS THE STORY GRID? The Story Grid is a
tool developed by editor Shawn Coyne to analyze
stories and provide helpful editorial comments.
It's like a CT Scan that takes a photo of the
global story and tells the editor or writer what is
working, what is not, and what must be done to
make what works better and fix what's not. The
Story Grid breaks down the component parts of
stories to identify the problems. And finding the
problems in a story is almost as difficult as the
writing of the story itself (maybe even more
difficult). The Story Grid is a tool with many
applications: 1. It will tell a writer if a Story
?works? or ?doesn't work. 2. It pinpoints story
problems but does not emotionally abuse the
writer, revealing exactly where a Story (not the
person creating the Story'the Story) has failed.
3. It will tell the writer the specific work
necessary to fix that Story's problems. 4. It is a
tool to re-envision and resuscitate a seemingly
irredeemable pile of paper stuck in an attic
drawer. 5. It is a tool that can inspire an original
creation.
The Gravewatcher - Rockwell Scott 2018-05-29
Every night at 3 AM, he visits the graveyard and
speaks to someone who isn't there. Eleanor has
created an ideal life for herself in New York City
with a career that keeps her too busy, just as she
likes it. But when she receives an anonymous
message that her estranged brother Dennis is
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dead, her fast-paced routine grinds to a halt. She
rushes to Finnick, Louisiana - the small,
backward town where her brother lived and
temporarily settles into his creepy, turn-of-thecentury house until she can figure out how he
died. But that night, Eleanor spots a young boy
in the cemetery behind Dennis's house, speaking
to the gravestones. When she approaches him,
Eleanor's interruption of the boy's ritual sets off
a chain reaction of horror she could have never
prepared for. The footsteps, the voices, and the
shadowy apparitions are only the beginning.
Eleanor learns that the boy, Walter, is being
oppressed by a demonic entity that compels him
to visit the graveyard every night. She suspects
Dennis also discovered this nightly ritual and
tried to stop it, and that is why he died. Because
there are others in Finnick who know about
Walter's involvement with the evil spirit and
want it to continue, and they will do whatever it
takes to stop Eleanor from ruining their carefully
laid plans. Now Eleanor must finish what her
brother started - to rescue the boy from the
clutches of hell before he loses his soul forever.
The Gravewatcher is a supernatural horror novel
for readers who love stories about haunted
houses, creepy graveyards, and battles with the
demonic - the truest form of evil that exists in
our world.
A Cold Season - Alison Littlewood 2013-09-24
A dark and unsettling tale from a bold voice in
horror writing "A scary read that will chill you to
the bone," --Library Journal. After the battlefront
death of her husband, a soldier, in the sands of
the Middle East, a distraught Cass decides to
move to the bucolic village of Darnshaw--a place
she once knew and loved--with her teenage son,
with the hope that a change in scenery will be
just the thing to help her family heal. But the
locals aren't as friendly as she had hoped and
the iInternet connection isn't as reliable as her
work requires. Ben begins to display an
uncharacteristic hostility. A blizzard strikes
Darnshaw, marooning it in a sea of snow, and
Cass begins to despair. She finds a sympathetic
ear in the person of her son's substitute teacher.
But his attentions can't put to rest her growing
anxiety about her son and her business. And
soon, she finds herself pitted against dark forces
she can barely comprehend. The cold season has
begun...
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The Devouring - Simon Holt 2008-09-01
When Reggie finds an old journal and reads
about the Vours, supernatural creatures who
feast on fear and attack on the eve of the winter
solstice, she assumes they are just the musings
of some lunatic author. But soon, they become a
terrifying reality when she begins to suspect that
her timid younger brother might be one of their
victims. Risking her life and her sanity, Reggie
enters a living nightmare to save the people she
loves. Can she devour own her fears before they
devour her? Bone-chilling, terrifying,
thrilling...what are you waiting for?
Icons of Horror and the Supernatural - S. T.
Joshi 2007
Offers entries on 24 of the significant archetypes
of horror and the supernatural, from the
classical epics of Homer to the novels of Stephen
King.
The Devil Crept In - Ania Ahlborn 2017-02-07
An unforgettable horror novel from bestselling
sensation Ania Ahlborn—hailed as a writer of
“some of the most promising horror I’ve
encountered in years” (New York Times
bestselling author Seanan McGuire)—in which a
small-town boy investigates the mysterious
disappearance of his cousin and uncovers a
terrifying secret kept hidden for years. Young
Jude Brighton has been missing for three days,
and while the search for him is in full swing in
the small town of Deer Valley, Oregon, the locals
are starting to lose hope. They’re well aware
that the first forty-eight hours are critical and
after that, the odds usually point to a worst-case
scenario. And despite Stevie Clark’s youth, he
knows that, too; he’s seen the cop shows. He
knows what each ticking moment may mean for
Jude, his cousin and best friend. That, and there
was that boy, Max Larsen...the one from years
ago, found dead after also disappearing under
mysterious circumstances. And then there were
the animals: pets gone missing out of yards. For
years, the residents of Deer Valley have
murmured about these unsolved crimes…and
that a killer may still be lurking around their
quiet town. Now, fear is reborn—and for Stevie,
who is determined to find out what really
happened to Jude, the awful truth may be too
horrifying to imagine.
Sins of the Father - Scare Street 2019-07-16
A tormented past. An infernal legacy. The fires
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of hell await a new master...Once the chief
exorcist for the Vatican, Blake Rossi spent years
of his life battling the minions of hell. But when
his latest demonic target reveals a dark secret
from his past, Blake finds his entire life turned
upside down. He is shocked to learn that a
demon was responsible for the death of his
mother. Determined to journey to hell and slay
the creature responsible, Blake reluctantly
enlists the help of an escaped demon. But first,
Blake must help his partner Gregor overcome
the debilitating injuries he has suffered...
injuries Blake himself feels responsible for. As
Gregor begins to heal, he discovers that Blake is
sinking into the depths of temptation. Drugs,
alcohol, and the pleasures of the flesh crush his
tortured soul in their unholy grasp. Soon, he will
be beyond saving. And the only way to free him
is to kill Blake's hellish new partner. But as
Blake and his allies battle to save his soul, the
demon responsible for Blake's tortured past
watches from the fires of the abyss. This ancient
evil seeks to gain power, and rise into the elite
circles of hell. And only one thing stands in its
way. A bitter ex-priest named Blake Rossi...
The Boy Who Killed Demons - Dave
Zeltserman 2014-10-15
So begins the latest novel by horror master Dave
Zeltserman. The setting is quiet Newton,
Massachussetts, where nothing ever happens.
Nothing, that is, until two months after Henry
Dudlow’s 13th birthday, when his neighbor, Mr.
Hanley, suddenly starts to look . . . different.
While everyone else sees a balding man with a
beer belly, Henry suddenly sees a nasty, bilious,
rage-filled demon. Once Henry catches onto the
real Mr. Hanley, he starts to see demons all
around him, and his boring, adolescent life is
transformed. There’s no more time for friends or
sports or the lovely Sally Freeman—instead
Henry must work his way through ancient texts
and hunt down the demons before they steal any
more innocent children. And if hunting demons
is hard at any age, it’s borderline impossible
when your parents are on your case, and your
grades are getting worse, and you can’t tell
anyone about your chosen mission. A very scary
novel written with verve and flashes of great
humor, The Boy Who Killed Demons is Dave
Zeltserman’s most accomplished and
entertaining horror novel yet.
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Demon Knight - Scare Street 2019-04-24
An exiled priest. A demonic knight. The war
between heaven and hell has begun...Once the
Chief Exorcist for the Vatican, Blake Rossi was
thrown out of the church when an exorcism
ritual went horribly wrong. And he's been
haunted by his failure ever since. Now Blake
wallows in guilt, and drinks himself to sleep
every night. But the former priest knows there
are people still plagued by evil. People who need
his help. When an old friend offers a chance for
redemption, Blake agrees and becomes a
freelance exorcist. After traveling to California
to help a reclusive old woman banish an ancient
demon, Blake discovers his new career may be
more dangerous than he originally thought.
Years ago, this demon-a powerful knight of hellwas trapped by the woman's father. Now it
roams free, gathering an army of demonic
soldiers to claim its bloody retribution. The
forces of hell have been unleashed... And an
exorcist with a tortured past is the only thing
standing between them and millions of innocent
souls.
H. P. Lovecraft's Book of the Supernatural Stephen Jones 2006-08-01
”The reader would do well to remember that it is
Lovecraft's shadow which overlies almost all of
the important horror fiction.” —Stephen King
Written by arguably the most important horror
writer of the twentieth century, H. P. Lovecraft’s
1927 essay “Supernatural Horror in Literature”
traces the evolution of the genre from the early
Gothic novels to the work of contemporary
American and British authors. Throughout,
Lovecraft acknowledges those authors and
stories that he feels are the very finest the
horror field has to offer: Washington Irving,
Edgar Allan Poe, Henry James, Rudyard Kipling,
Bram Stoker, Robert Louis Stevenson, Guy de
Maupassant, Ambrose Bierce, and Arthur Conan
Doyle, each prefaced by Lovecraft's own
opinions and insights in their work. This chilling
collection also contains Henry James’
wonderfully atmospheric short novel The Turn of
the Screw. For every fan of modern horror, here
is an opportunity to rediscover the origins of the
genre with some of most terrifying stories ever
imagined.
Demon King - Erik Henry Vick 2018-03-30
When children disappear from the bucolic town
the-demonic-a-supernatural-horror-novel

of Oneka Falls, NY, the residents have no idea
what they are in for. Thirty years later, the
survivors must return to Oneka Falls, but is it to
finish the fight or return to their torment?
Forest of the Damned - Lee Mountford
2019-03-06
Legend says this forest is haunted...A group of
four researchers travel to the Black Forest to
investigate the stories surrounding the area.
They hope to gather evidence that the
paranormal is real. But getting what they want
could cost them their souls. The forest soon
delivers on its promise, but their excitement is
ruined when one of the group disappears in the
night. Ghostly apparitions, disembodied voices,
and demonic things lurking in the darkness turn
the adventure of a lifetime into a living
nightmare. And behind it all, the infamous
Mother Sibbett waits, aiming to show them the
truth of life after death. You will love this
terrifying ghost story by best-selling horror
author Lee Mountford, because in this forest,
things do go bump in the night.Get it now.Book
3 in the Supernatural Horror Series. Separate
stories. The same, terrifying universe.
Mask of Silence - Alex C. Gates 2019-01-10
They thought they'd lived through hell. Until it
came calling from the grave... Savannah has
witnessed enough in her life. With a drug addict
for a mother, she protects her younger brother
and tries desperately to maintain a social life.
But after a Halloween prank turns deadly, she's
unsure she can conceal her friends' dark secret.
And not even her close-knit group of friends can
hold a stalking, demonic creature at bay
forever... Through years of suffering the fury of
his father, Evan learned to keep his head down
and his mouth shut. Counting on his band of
misfits for moral support, the sins of their
holiday mistake have come back to hunt them.
And he's about to learn the hard way that they'll
only pay for their secrets in screams. Can
Savannah and Evan battle a demon of their own
creation or will their silence end with their
slaughter? Mask of Silence is the first book in a
chilling two-part supernatural horror series. If
you like damaged characters, psychological
thrills, and gory action, then you'll love Alex C.
Gates' edge-of-your-seat slasher. Buy Mask of
Silence to unleash a demonic terror today!
The Shadow Fabric - Mark Cassell 2014-10-18
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Leo remembers little of his past. Desperate for a
new life, he snatches up the first job to come
along. On his second day, he witnesses a
murder, and the Shadow Fabric - a malevolent
force that controls the darkness - takes the body
and vanishes with it. Uncovering secrets long
hidden from humankind, Leo's memory unravels.
Not only haunted by the past, a sinister presence
within the darkness threatens his existence and
he soon doubts everything and everyone . . .
including himself. Now Leo must confront the
truth about his past before he can embrace his
future. But the future may not exist. THE
SHADOW FABRIC is a story revealing the
unknown history of witchcraft and the true
cause of the Great Fire of London. A
supernatural horror novel of sins, shadows, and
the reanimated dead.
The Vindictive - Kirk Kilgrave 2020-06-11
In the final installment of the Sinister Spirits
series, Jocelyn is on a quest to regain her soul.
With help from her friends, she battles old and
new foes alike. But mounting tragedies take a
devastating toll, and when new revelations
spring forth, Jocelyn discovers that certain
family and friends have kept secrets from her for
decades, information that explains why Lucifer
has been so eager to recruit her to join his
army.All told, Jocelyn will need to make a choice:
sacrifice herself to help the rest of humanity or
continue to rid the world of demons. There are
no easy answers, and Jocelyn will need to rely on
everything she has learned about the enemy to
save mankind.
Imaginary Friend - Stephen Chbosky
2019-10-01
Instant New York Times Bestseller One of Fall
2019's Best Books (People, EW, Lithub, Vox,
Washington Post, and more) A young boy is
haunted by a voice in his head in this acclaimed
epic of literary horror from the author of The
Perks of Being a Wallflower. Christopher is
seven years old. Christopher is the new kid in
town. Christopher has an imaginary friend. We
can swallow our fear or let our fear swallow us.
Single mother Kate Reese is on the run.
Determined to improve life for her and her son,
Christopher, she flees an abusive relationship in
the middle of the night with her child. Together,
they find themselves drawn to the tight-knit
community of Mill Grove, Pennsylvania. It's as
the-demonic-a-supernatural-horror-novel

far off the beaten track as they can get. Just one
highway in, one highway out. At first, it seems
like the perfect place to finally settle down. Then
Christopher vanishes. For six long days, no one
can find him. Until Christopher emerges from
the woods at the edge of town, unharmed but
not unchanged. He returns with a voice in his
head only he can hear, with a mission only he
can complete: Build a treehouse in the woods by
Christmas, or his mother and everyone in the
town will never be the same again. Twenty years
ago, Stephen Chbosky's The Perks of Being a
Wallflower made readers everywhere feel
infinite. Now, Chbosky has returned with an epic
work of literary horror, years in the making,
whose grand scale and rich emotion redefine the
genre. Read it with the lights on.
Hellbound - Scare Street 2021-09-03
There is a price for cheating death... Wren,
Shrike, and Lark are three, very special siblings
with one unusual calling. Raised by a father
gifted with the ability to sense impending death,
his visions allowed them to save people's lives.
But they never imagined meddling with fate
would have horrific consequences... Now their
beloved father is dead, murdered by one of the
people they saved. And the Rose siblings have
unearthed a terrifying secret: those who were
meant to die have become hosts for demonic
spirits from beyond. Ghostly apparitions who
feed on misery and pain. And who delight in
torturing their human victims... Shocked by the
devastation wrought by these sinister forces, the
three vow to put an end to this evil reign once
and for all. And to do it, they will have to kill
every last victim they saved... every soul whose
destiny they altered. But repairing the damage
done turns out to be far more difficult than they
thought. And when an exorcism goes horribly
wrong, the fallout sets a new enemy on their
trail...
My Best Friend's Exorcism - Grady Hendrix
2016-05-17
This ENHANCED DIGITAL EDITION features
TONS of TOTALLY AWESOME ’80s bonus
materials—including Satanic Panic educational
pamphlets, a do-it-yourself exorcism cheat sheet,
a Spotify playlist of awesome ’80s tunes,
animated cover artwork, and much more! From
the New York Times best-selling author of The
Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires
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comes an unholy hybrid of Beaches and The
Exorcist that blends teen angst, adolescent
drama, unspeakable horrors, and a mix of ’80s
pop songs into a pulse-pounding supernatural
thriller. The year is 1988. High school
sophomores Abby and Gretchen have been best
friends since fourth grade. But after an evening
of skinny-dipping goes disastrously wrong,
Gretchen begins to act…different. She’s moody.
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She’s irritable. And bizarre incidents keep
happening whenever she’s nearby. Abby’s
investigation leads her to some startling
discoveries—and by the time their story reaches
its terrifying conclusion, the fate of Abby and
Gretchen will be determined by a single
question: Is their friendship powerful enough to
beat the devil?
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